


Today’s business leaders know that real, profit-generating and networking requires
relationshp building. More strategy, more connectedness, and more trust.

Nobody understands the changing nature of business relationships better
than author and keynote speaker Ron Sukenick. His 4 best selling books
“21 Days to Success with LinkedIn,” “21 Days to Success through
Networking,” “The Power is in the Connection,” and “Networking
Your Way to Success,” document the shift in networking and provide 
real-world relationship strategies and tactics that help business professionals 
outperform their competition and achieve goals.

Sukenick is leading the movement from networking to the relationship-based
NetBeingTM, a set of attitudes and actions that foster real meaningful business
relationships and build mutual trust.

Ron has delivered his important message to countless business, nonprofit, and
association groups around the country. Shouldn’t yours be next?

His high-energy keynote presentations change thinking and inspire teams to
reach the next level. Important lessons come to life in an engaging, interactive,
and meaningful way with actions participants can start using immediately. 

Ron’s keynotes will shift thinking about: 
• Traditional networking 
• The concept of relationships 
• How we build and foster 

business relationship connections 
• The way relationships can better 

our work and professional lives

Keynote presentations are typically 30 –90 minutes 
in length and can be geared to your specific 
industry. Question and answer sessions and book 
signings can also be included. 

21 Days to Success With LinkedIn • Networking
Isn’t What it Used to Be • Understanding the
People Puzzle • The Power is in the Connection

“Ron’s presentation   
style is energetic 

and dynamic,with    
his comments right 

on target.”
Joanne Weiker, Associated General

Contractors of Indiana



to business relationships can yield great rewards. Partnerships form  more easily.Sales and
retention increases. Profits grow faster. If your team isn’t maximizing their business relationship
efforts by working smarter (not harder), then they’re not reaching their potential. 

A long-time entrepreneur and sought after speaker, Ron has written the books on how to network
smarter and connect more meaningfully. Now, the lessons found in his acclaimed books, 
“21 Days to Success With LinkedIn,” “21 Days to Success Through Networking,” “Networking
Your Way to Success” and “The Power is in the Connection” can be brought to life for your
organization in engaging half day and full day workshops. 

3-HOUR WORKSHOP

Choose from four of Ron’s dynamic presentations: 21 Days to Success Through LinkedIn,
Understanding the People Puzzle, ThePower is in the Connection or Networking Your
Way to Success. All workshops are designed to provide the foundation your team needs to
take their interpersonal mindset and skills to the NextLevel.

Become inspired to make the most from LinkedIn: LinkedIn has become the most powerful
database in the world with a subscribing membership of 350+ million people in 42 countries.
What would it be like if your organization became inspired to make the most from this
most sought after and misunderstood marketing tool? Taken from Ron’s recent Best Seller,
“21 Days to Success Through LinkedIn,”Ron helps to lay the foundation for your
organization to run on. A fun and highly interactive experience.

Understanding the People Puzzle: Have you ever... Been frustrated with other people?
Wondered what people were thinking? If so, you’re not alone. This program with a DISC
assessment, provides a complete understanding of this model of human behavior and helps
to bring clarity to the interactions and connections your team is making.

The Power is in the Connection: Even the most aggressive networking has limitations. Ron
Sukenick will show your group how to move beyond networking to NetBeingTM, the state where real
meaningful business relationships are fostered and mutual trust is earned. Leading professionals are
increasing sales and developing successful partnerships with Ron’s proven NetBeingTM strategies.

Networking Your Way to Success: It’s not what you know, but whom you know. So, you better
start building a network of allies. This workshop provides step-by-step techniques to maximize
the effectiveness of networking. You and your team will learn how to make the most of your first
47 seconds; what it takes to be a great networker, how to expand your sphere of influence,
and the steps needed to develop a networking action plan.

Developing a strategic approach

“It was one of the best  
workshops I have ever 
participated in.”
Roy B.,  Real Estate Franchise Owner



Ron Sukenick has been called many things, including one of America’s leading authorities
on networking and business relationship strategies. He is the author of “21 Days to
Success With LinkedIn,” “21 Days to Success Through Networking,” “Networking
Your Way to Success” and the co-author of “The Power is in the Connection”

He is an inspiring full-time speaker and master trainer whose presentations on relationship
collaboration and transformation are known for their practical information, humor and
results. Ron’s work consistently focuses on the areas of personal and professional relationship
success and he has extensive insight into the processes that connect people to people. 

Ron is the president and founder of The Relationship Strategies Institute, a global training
and business development company that provides innovative, effective and relevant programs
and systems for corporations, organizations, and associations.

Throughout Ron’s career, he has made an impact in the lives of countless individual’s lives
and areas of business. 

MILITARY SPEAKER
Ron is one of the most requested national speakers when it comes 
to speaking to Soldiers and their families before, during and 
after deployments. Vietnam Veteran, Army Retired.

FACILITATION AND MC OPPORTUNITIES
Ron is consistently being used to help facilitate and MC 
events in order to keep them on time and relevant for the
audience. His engaging and humorous approach helps 
all in attendance learn and feel good at the same time.

EXTENDED SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
Many organizations have asked Ron to deliver his workshops 
to multiple audiences in various cities. Extended speaking 
engagements are a great way to secure Ron’s powerful 
presentations for all employees and to increase price efficiencies 
through group rates.

Inspiring. Dynamic. Innovator.

“Ron, you exceeded 
my expectations and, 
as always, impressed 
everyone!  You’ve got 

the energy flowing 
here today and I 

don’t think the flow 
is going to stop .”

Sally Brown, 
President Ambassadair Travel Club

Ron Sukenick
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PEOPLE THAT HIRE SPEAKERS
“Your high energy level has been contagious. One of the BEST SPEAKERS 
we ever had.” B. Burkhard — Indiana Manufactured Housing Association

“Your seminar was EXCELLENT. Some of the comments received from the  
attendees were: ‘INCREDIBLE’. “The BEST SEMINAR I ever attended,” “FUN 
AND INFORMATIVE,” and “GREAT SPEAKER.” C. English — Michigan Home Builders Association

“Your presentation was a GREAT SUCCESS.” M. Doom — President — Kentucky Tourism Council

“When it comes to building relationships and networking, Ron Sukenick REALLY
WALKS THE TALK.” John Myrland, President — Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce 

“A TRUE HIT with delegates. Ron, when my delegates need another ‘shot in the
arm,’ I will be calling you.” J. Staton — Executive Director — Air Force Sergeants Association 

“Your PERFORMANCE contributed to a successful convention.” James. S. — President- Snack Food Assoc.

PARTICIPANTS
“Today’s seminar was ABSOLUTELY TERRIFIC. Your enthusiasm was contagious .” Dana C. 

“...one of the MOST INFORMATIVE AND BONDING EXPERIENCES I HAVE EVER
HAD at a business workshop.” Robert M. — Process Improvement Expert 

“Thanks for an AMAZING EVENING.  I can see that your seminar will take my 
networking to the next level.” Moez J. 

“Ron’s ability to ENGAGE THE AUDIENCE and his props were great! His positive
attitude was contagious.” Mary E. 

MY PEERS
“Ron’s work DEFINES THE ESSENCE of relationship, and the 15 strategies that 
are necessary to develop the skills necessary in healthy and productive business
relationships.” Michael Gerber — Author — The E-Myth books

“This work in my opinion will take the networking process to another level. 
Ron Sukenick is certainly one of America’s LEADING AUTHORITIES on the topic.”  
Ivan R. Misner Ph.D — Founder Business Network 

“Power is in the Connection PROVIDES A PROCESS to help you easily get to know
and be known by others and to begin and develop vital relationships.” 
Lillian D. Bjorseth — Author of Breakthrough Networking: Building Relationships that Last“ 

“Ron’s research and strategies CLEARLY SUPPORT THE 
VALUE of making strong connections.” 
Donna Fisher — Author — Power Networking, People Power
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